BEHIND THE SCENES
“AS THE WATERS COVER THE SEA . . .”

“For the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the LORD, as the waters cover the sea.” — Habakuk 2:14
We are overjoyed to know that Habakuk 2:14 is being powerfully fulfilled every day and on every inhabited continent through the global outreach of your Trinity Broadcasting Family of Networks. Untold thousands of individuals and families are coming to Christ each month, millions are being taught and strengthened in their faith, and millions more are being equipped to carry God’s message of hope and grace throughout their families, communities, and nations. It’s all part of our far-reaching “TBN 2.0” initiative: From TBN’s 37 full-power stations across America, our 30-plus domestic and international networks, and through special projects like our life-changing TBN 2nd Chance outreach to prisons, a new generation of individuals, families, and entire communities are being powerfully impacted through a broad range of innovative, cutting-edge Christian programming.

This important Behind the Scenes quarterly report gives you insight into our emerging blueprint for the new, next-generation TBN and its many facets. As you read, you’ll learn how TBN strategically partnered in an unprecedented Day of Prayer in South Africa that brought a million individuals together to intercede on behalf of that nation. You’ll get an update on our broadcast partnership with Pastor Greg Laurie’s Harvest America outreach that impacted millions of viewers across the nation and around the world for Christ. And you’ll learn about some ground-breaking new programming that is helping TBN reach out to a new viewer demographic with culturally relevant series—like our exciting upcoming weekly talk show with Mike Huckabee.

Most of all, you’ll discover how your valued partnership is empowering TBN to reach viewers from diverse cultures, backgrounds, and lifestyles with the life-changing message of hope and grace through Jesus.

May God richly bless you and your family—and thanks again for joining with us to reach the world!

Matt and Laurie Crouch
SOUTH AFRICA: A Nation Joins In Prayer

More than one million South Africans gathered just outside the city of Bloemfontein to pray for their nation on April 22nd, led by TBN friend and ministry partner Angus Buchan. Known around the world as the subject of the popular movie *Faith Like Potatoes*, Buchan said the prayer event, which was dubbed “It’s Time,” was all about turning the heart of the nation back to God.

“We are going to call upon the Lord to bring justice, peace, and hope to our beloved South Africa,” Buchan said in the days leading up to the event. He added that the day of prayer, the largest ever in the history of South Africa, was intended “for all South Africans of all cultures, races, and denominations who are concerned about the malice, hatred, violence, murder, and corruption in the country.”

During the day-long prayer time, Buchan told the assembled that “it is not good enough to just go to your house and pray with your family. We need to come together as a nation and we need to seek the Lord together.... God is calling us to draw a line in the sand and say, ‘Devil! No further than this!’ God says He will save South Africa. He is a faithful God who answers our prayers. Amen.”

TBN in Africa was on-hand to tape the event for later broadcast and to interview pastors, Christian leaders, government officials, and others who participated in the day of prayer. In so doing, the impact of this day of prayer lives far beyond a single day, and is multiplied several times over to countless individuals who may not have been able to attend.

“We were blessed to be a part of this momentous day for the nation of South Africa — to join in prayer and to record it for broadcast to viewers across Africa,” said TBN in Africa Manager Lucky Mbiko. “As Brother Angus and others who participated declared, this marked the beginning of a new era for our beloved country, and will be talked about for many years to come. God is touching South Africa once more!”
**TBN was the exclusive television broadcast partner for Harvest America 2017,** which took place June 11th at Arizona’s University of Phoenix Stadium. The event, designed to offer hope to individuals, families, and communities throughout the U.S. and the world, featured a timely and personal message from popular pastor, author, and Christian leader Greg Laurie, along with music from a number of award-winning artists including NEEDTOBREATHE, MercyMe, Trip Lee, and Phil Wickham.

Pastor Greg said that “in addition to the over 38,000 people who attended the free Harvest America outreach at the University of Phoenix Stadium, millions around the world participated in Harvest America 2017 through a live broadcast via Trinity Broadcasting Network, which aired Harvest America live for the first time on its global family of networks that spans over 175 countries.”

While it’s impossible to know just how many decisions were made in the massive television audience, Matt Crouch noted that close to 3,000 individuals gave their lives to Christ in the stadium that night. “Those are the numbers that really matter,” he said, “people impacted for eternity through God’s love. We are honored that TBN had the privilege to bring this life-changing event to viewers all around the world. And we believe that thousands more across the earth turned to Christ because of this broadcast.”

“We are honored that TBN had the privilege to bring this life-changing event to viewers all around the world.” — Matt Crouch
Former Arkansas Governor, presidential candidate, and longtime popular political commentator Mike Huckabee is returning to television with a new weekly news and talk show premiering this fall exclusively on TBN. Titled simply Huckabee, the new show will combine Mr. Huckabee’s well-known commentary on news of the day and current issues, along with guests from the worlds of politics, entertainment, and faith. Huckabee will be taped before a live studio audience in TBN’s Nashville studios, and will follow a format similar to his popular show that ran in prime time from 2008 to 2015 on the Fox News Channel.

“We are excited to add Huckabee as one of many new developments to our program lineup,” said Matt Crouch. “Mike has a decades-long reputation for compassionate statesmanship, biblical counsel, and solid common sense perspective. His is a welcome voice of wisdom, integrity, and faith that America sorely needs right now.”

Governor Huckabee said TBN is the perfect home for the program he envisions. “I am grateful to Matt Crouch for sharing the vision of a weekend destination on TV where we talk to newsmakers and celebrities in a civil and respectful manner....” — Mike Huckabee
From its very first day on the air, TBN has been founded on prayer. Over forty million recorded salvations and countless millions more answered prayers later, TBN's team of committed prayer partners stands ready 24 hours a day to agree in prayer with callers for salvation, healing, finances, and countless other needs. "This never gets old!" said one prayer partner. "Every call we take is an opportunity to speak God's love and compassion into someone's life — to see His kingdom come, and His will done in an individual or a family!"

"Every call we take is an opportunity to speak God's love and compassion into someone's life."
— Prayer Partner

Soraida Lopez found herself as a single mother after her husband left her. She felt overwhelmed and suicidal, but while flipping through the television channels, she came across TBN, and when she called the prayer line a TBN prayer partner led her to Christ.

<<
SOCIAL MEDIA
TBN’s online impact is exploding across the earth!

Technology has come a long way since TBN launched its first tiny over-the-air television station nearly forty-five years ago. Today more people are catching their favorite Christian content on laptops, tablets, and smart phones in cars, coffee shops, at work, and elsewhere on-the-go.

And with more than one billion people worldwide staying in touch through social media, online platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube have become the way most people today are sharing and discovering exciting new content—including a treasure trove of inspirational and faith-building videos from top pastors, Christian leaders, worship leaders, and faith experts.

Check out how TBN’s social media presence is exploding, as millions of people around the world engage with and share content that is bringing hope and changing lives.

Every day individuals across the earth are built up in their faith through TBN’s inspirational Facebook posts.

Over 55,000 Facebook friends “Liked” and shared this compelling video clip from TBN ministry partner Joyce Meyer. Click to view.
TBN HIGHLIGHTS
Innovative faith-and-family programming

TBN's flagship network is reaching more than 100 million households throughout the U.S., and hundreds of millions more around the world. Here are highlights from the past three months.

TBN-HILLSONG HOLY LAND TOUR

Over 1,200 friends and partners joined TBN in late April for an exciting tour of Israel and the Holy Land, featuring the Hillsong United worship team and the ministry of Hillsong's Brian and Bobbie Houston.

HARVEST AMERICA EVENT

TBN was the exclusive television broadcast host of Pastor Greg Laurie's historic Harvest America crusade at University of Phoenix Stadium, home of the Arizona Cardinals.

THROUGH THE EYES OF A LION

One of the exciting new programs debuting on TBN over the past few months has been Through the Eyes of a Lion with Pastor Levi Lusko. In this powerful six-part series Pastor Levi and his wife Jennie use the tragic and unexpected death of their five-year-old daughter to share life-changing truths about the power of hope and God's purpose in a world that is often filled with pain, suffering, and loss. Click Here for broadcast times.

Hillsong United led in a time of worship at the Southern Steps in Jerusalem.

<<

Through the Eyes of a Lion

Hillsong's Brian and Bobbie Houston minister during Holy Land tour.
EASTER ON TBN

During the Easter season TBN featured a powerful four-week series, along with a special entitled No Wonder They Call Him the Savior. Based on Pastor Max’s classic book of the same title, No Wonder They Call Him the Savior took viewers on a weekly adventure through the drama of the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, bringing to life the world-changing events of Easter Week in the iconic sites of the Holy Land.

One of TBN’s most-watched programs of the year was the Easter service special with Matt and Laurie Crouch and Joseph Prince from New Creation Church in Singapore. With countless traditional television viewers and over 1.4 million views on Facebook, this program lead the pack in enthusiasm and viewership online. Click Here to view on Facebook.

ENDURING PROMISE: THE BLESSING OF ISRAEL

On May 24th Matt and Laurie Crouch hosted former Arkansas Gov. and conservative Christian commentator Mike Huckabee at TBN’s Jerusalem studio for a half-hour special about the vital importance of Israel and why we need to stand with this nation blessed by God. Click the video image below to view this program on the TBN website.

Enduring Promise: The Blessing of Israel, with Mike Huckabee and Matt and Laurie Crouch.

Pastor Max Lucado hosted a four-part Easter series and special titled No Wonder They Call Him the Savior.

<<
HEARING GOD’S VOICE

Pastor Robert Morris has a new program on TBN, Frequency, which is helping viewers around the world know how to consistently hear and obey the voice of God. Click Here for broadcast times.

PRAISE

On the air for nearly forty-five years, TBN’s popular music, ministry, and talk show Praise continues to be one of the most popular and viewed programs on Christian television. Throughout the past three months Praise featured many engaging guests, including author and speaker Joyce Meyer; Loren Cunningham, founder of Youth With a Mission; and popular spoken word artist Jefferson Bethke, whose viral video, “Why I Hate Religion, But Love Jesus,” has received nearly 32.5 million views on YouTube. View it below.

Among the many exciting guests who appeared on Praise during April through June to talk about what God has been doing in their sphere were:

- Bestselling author Priscilla Shirer.
- The Crews Family from the BET Network.
- Actor Harry Lennix from NBC’s Blacklist.
- John and Aventer Gray, TBN ministry partners and associate pastors at Houston’s Lakewood Church.
- Mat Staver, founder of Liberty Counsel and Christians in Defense of Israel.
- Gospel recording artist Mandisa.
- TBN ministry partners Pastors Joel and Victoria Osteen, Senior pastors at Houston’s Lakewood Church.

Jefferson Bethke’s viral YouTube video “Why I Hate Religion, But Love Jesus.”

Gospel recording artist Mandisa (center) brought her exuberant worship to TBN’s Praise program.

Pastor Rober Morris hosts new series Frequency.
Available to more than 166 million households worldwide, the Hillsong Channel is TBN’s innovative faith network that combines anointed worship from Hillsong’s award-winning singers, songwriters, and artists with teaching and ministry from the world’s most popular Christian leaders—24 hours a day. Here are a few of the cutting-edge programs featured on Hillsong Channel:

**The Countdown.** In this run-up to the highly anticipated Hillsong Conference 2017, the Hillsong worship team take a look back at some of the key moments from Hillsong Conference over the years.

**Spheres.** Equipping viewers to impact every sphere of life, Hillsong Australia’s Lead Pastor Joel A’Bell hosts an impacting look at the intersection of faith and culture with guests from the arts, media, business, and more.

**A Conversation with Bobbie.** Hillsong Pastor Bobbie Houston shares from her bestselling book, *Stay the Path*, on navigating the challenges and wonders of love, life, and leadership.

**Hillsong Holy Land Tour.** Pastors Brian and Bobbie Houston, along with the worship group Hillsong United, join over 1,200 participants of TBN’s Hillsong Holy Land tour for three powerful services at Caesarea, the Sea of Galilee, and the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.

**Hillsong Conference Live.** The Hillsong Channel provides an exclusive ticket to Hillsong Conference, featuring international speakers, worship, and insightful interviews.

To find out more about TBN’s Hillsong Channel, visit [www.hillsong.com/channel](http://www.hillsong.com/channel). You can view live online at [www.tbn.org/watch](http://www.tbn.org/watch).

*At every Hillsong Conference, tens of thousands of participants gather to worship God and be built up in their faith.*
The children we raise today will someday lead homes, neighborhoods, communities, and nations. TBN’s SMILE network was launched over ten years ago to give children ages 2-12 a full-time television viewing experience that is wholesome, uplifting, inspirational, educational, and entertaining. In addition to being the television home to such popular kid favorites as VeggieTales, SMILE provides a broad range of animated shows, fun Bible programs, kid-friendly movies, music, and more.

Visit the SMILE website at www.smileofachildtv.org, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

The majority of individuals who come to faith in Christ do so by early adulthood. That’s why TBN launched the JUCE network for teens and young adults. JUCE uses the best in cutting-edge programming to model a vital, life-transforming faith that is relevant to today’s youth. From the best in contemporary Christian music, extreme sports, and lifestyle programming, to relevant talk, movies, and so much more, JUCE is by far the most compelling faith-based television experience for viewers ages 12-29.

Visit the JUCE website at www.jucetv.com, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

The only faith-and-lifestyle channel for second- and third-generation Hispanics, the English-language Salsa network brings a joyful blend of entertainment, culture, and talk—all mixed together with God’s message of hope and grace—to “next-gen” Latinos all across America. It’s “Faith With Flavor” 24 hours a day!

Visit the Salsa website at www.tbn-salsa.org, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

Visit the SMILE website at www.smileofachildtv.org, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

Visit the JUCE website at www.jucetv.com, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

Visit the Salsa website at www.tbn-salsa.org, and view live online at www.tbn.org/watch.

YOUTH TARGETED NETWORKS
Reaching the next generation!
TBN's full-power television stations across America are our "boots on the ground" bringing TBN's most popular domestic networks — TBN, the Hillsong Channel, SMILE, JUCE, and Enlace — to tens of millions of over-the-air broadcast viewers and reaching out to communities throughout the U.S.

Every one of TBN's 37 local affiliates — in cities as diverse as Los Angeles, New York City, Dallas, Denver, Jackson, Mississippi, and the Quad Cities of western Illinois and northeast Iowa — are closely involved with the communities they serve, partnering with churches, pastors, and civic leaders to bring hope and healing in powerful and practical ways. The following is just a small sampling of how TBN's local affiliates are making a difference in their communities.

**KPAZ-TV21**
**Phoenix, AZ**

Every year TBN's Phoenix station, KPAZ, helps to sponsor the Arizona Governor's Prayer Breakfast, which brings together elected officials, faith and community leaders, and others from throughout the state for a time of prayer for their state and the nation. KPAZ Station Manager Oralena Brazier sits on the board of the Arizona Governor's Prayer Breakfast, and each year helps to make the event a success.

The keynote speaker for this year's breakfast, held April 26th, was Steve Green, CEO of Hobby Lobby and Chairman of the Board of the Museum of the Bible, which is slated to open in Washington, DC this November. "This annual event offers a great opportunity for us to network with leaders from throughout Arizona and the nation, and to share with them all the great things God is doing through TBN," said Oralena.

**KTAJ-TV16**
**Kansas City, MO**

In April KTAJ partnered with Catholic Charities of Kansas City for an awesome Mother's Day outreach to recognize the young moms who are clients of the local domestic violence service center sponsored by Catholic Charities. This impacting outreach is designed to help women and children who are victims of abuse by providing shelter, counseling, advocacy, and the love of Jesus during this critical time in their lives.

KTAJ provided each mother who attended with a beautiful stained glass love gift to remind them of how much God values them.
WDLI-TV17
Cleveland-Akron, OH
TBN’s Cleveland/Akron station has been partnering with a very impacting local outreach, South Street Ministries, which pours valuable mentoring time into the lives of area children. Youngsters come to the South Street Ministries facility, receive a delicious snack, engage in some wholesome games, get help and tutoring with their homework, enjoy a Bible study, and then head home with another snack.

“This is practical ministry at its best,” said WDLI Station Manager Phil Greenaway. “The kids love it at South Street, and are being reached for God’s kingdom.”

WCLJ-TV42
Indianapolis, IN
Every month, with the help of some enthusiastic volunteers, WCLJ Station Manager Mark Crouch and his awesome staff reach out to the needy throughout the Indianapolis area with food, clothing, prayer, and spiritual encouragement. From March through June WCLJ brought needed help to a total of 1,635 individuals, providing them with the basics they need so that they can hear the message of God’s love and compassion.

“We’ve found that when we help individuals and families with food, clothing, and other necessities, they are much more open to receiving the salvation and hope that Jesus has for them,” said Mark Crouch. “Every one of the thousands of people who come to us each year for help, leave with the assistance they have sought, along with the knowledge that Jesus cares and has a destiny for them.”

WGTW-TV48
Philadelphia, PA
On April 25, WGTW welcomed local pastors, prison chaplains, and Christian leaders to hear how TBN 2nd Chance is taking the hope of Jesus to inmates in correctional facilities around the nation. TBN 2nd Chance director Mark Reynolds, along with C.J. Orndorff, a singer, songwriter, and veteran of prison outreach, explained how TBN 2nd Chance is bringing 24-hour Christian programming to hundreds of thousands of inmates in prisons in more than 40 states.

WGTW Station Manager Michal Curry explained that TBN is making a deep impact on prison inmates throughout Pennsylvania, Delaware, and other surrounding states. “Every month we receive letters from inmates telling us how TBN is bringing hope to them and others in prison,” she said. “It’s a joy to know that because of this network, countless men and women in prison can know that God loves them.”
In 2017, your TBN is reaching an audience of more than one billion potential viewers in 175 nations across the earth through thirty global networks broadcasting the good news of Jesus Christ twenty-four hours a day in over a dozen languages. A huge part of that global reach comes from TBN’s international networks and affiliates, covering Latin America (Enlace), Africa (TBN in Africa) and the Middle East, all of Europe (multiple networks), Asia (TBN Asia), and beyond with culturally relevant programming for every viewer demographic. Here’s a small sampling of TBN’s international impact over the past three months.

TBN’s newest international network, TBN Polska, is covering the nation of Poland 24 hours a day with the message of Jesus. Most of the nation’s 38 million people are nominally Catholic, but with little or no knowledge about the truth of salvation through Jesus. That is rapidly changing, however, as TBN Polska is now available to nearly 85 percent of Poland’s households. Said network director Krzysztof Rompa: “We are excited as we anticipate the millions of individuals and families whose lives will be impacted for eternity by God’s message of hope, grace, and love that they experience through TBN Polska.”

Nearly the entire population of the United Kingdom — more than 26 million households throughout England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland — have 24-hour access to TBN UK’s life-changing Christian programming. So when terrorists attacked a concert in Manchester, England attended by thousands of young people, killing 22 innocent victims and injuring hundreds more, TBN UK’s Leon Schoeman took to the airwaves to speak comfort to distraught UK residents, and lift up timely prayer for the victims and their families.

“This is the work of the body of Christ, and precisely why TBN UK is on the air,” said Leon: “to bring hope, healing, and God’s mercy to individuals, families, and communities.”

Find out more about TBN UK at www.tbnuk.org.
TBN NEJAT TV

Hundreds of thousands of individuals in Iran and beyond have come to faith in Christ through TBN’s Farsi-language Nejat network since it first began broadcasting in 2006. One of those individuals is Bakhtiar, a suicidal Iranian man who came across TBN Nejat as he was watching TV one day. The network founder, Pastor Reza Safa, was talking about healing and being born again through faith in Christ. Bakhtiar put his hand on the TV and prayed with Reza: “Jesus, I repent of all my sins. Jesus, I believe that you are the Son of God. I believe that you died for my sake and three days later you rose again. I invite you to come into my heart and fill me with your Holy Spirit.”

TBN IN ISRAEL

Situated on Jerusalem’s Givat Hananiah — Hebrew for the “Hill of Grace”—the state-of-the-art studio of TBN in Israel provides engaging and inspirational programming for many of TBN’s global networks and affiliates. During the months of April through June, the Israel team helped produce a powerful new TBN documentary series, Why Israel Matters, sponsored by Christians in Defense of Israel and hosted by TBN’s own Mati Shoshani. Filmed exclusively in the land of God’s people, this weekly program demonstrates in a compelling way the crucial importance of the Jewish State of Israel to Christians, to America, and to the world.

In May Matt and Laurie Crouch joined former Arkansas governor and presidential candidate Mike Huckabee from Israel for a special taped at TBN’s Jerusalem studio. While there the trio announced the upcoming, highly anticipated debut of Mr. Huckabee’s weekly program of culture, politics, entertainment, and more. “This is all part of our vision to make faith-and-family television fresh and relevant for a new generation of viewers,” said Matt. “That’s what TBN 2.0 is all about.”

Every month TBN in Israel welcomes visitors from around the world. In June evangelist Daniel Kolenda was here with over 500 young people from the U.S. for a special worship service on the roof of TBN’s Jerusalem studio. Every person present was mightily impacted through the music, praise, and message from God’s Word!
JCTV PAKISTAN

Launched in Lahore, Pakistan in 2004, JCTV Pakistan is reaching millions of Urdu-speaking viewers with the hope of salvation. But there is intense opposition from Muslim radicals who want to silence this voice of God's love. In 2015 JCTV founder Javed Rauf was forced to flee Pakistan when his life was threatened.

Landing in the U.S., Javed was quickly embraced by the TBN team and Matt and Laurie Crouch, who helped get him settled in Philadelphia. It was there that the folks at TBN station WGTW-TV48 made sure Javed had studio space and everything else he needed to keep JCTV on the air with programming for the spiritually hungry viewers in his country and beyond.

In early June God opened a door for Javed to return to Pakistan, where JCTV continues to impact Urdu-speaking viewers with the message of God's hope and grace. Said Javed: “We simply have no words to express our thanks to Matt and Laurie, TBN Philly’s Michal Curry, and all our friends and partners who have stood with us in prayer and support for JCTV Pakistan.”

LIGHTHOUSE TELEVISION UGANDA

This year Lighthouse TV, TBN’s broadcast affiliate for Uganda and East Africa, is celebrating twenty years of broadcasting the good news of Jesus Christ. In late April network manager Gary Everett hosted a special appreciation and prayer breakfast for around 100 Ugandan pastors and Christian leaders who air programming or otherwise partner with Lighthouse TV.

“We are so grateful to the many partners who have helped to give Lighthouse TV such an incredible impact throughout our nation and beyond,” said Pastor Everett. “We look with anticipation to many more years of fruitful outreach as we join together with TBN and these wonderful pastors and leaders to take the message of Jesus to those who have not heard.”

We are so grateful to the many partners who have helped to give Lighthouse TV such an incredible impact throughout our nation and beyond.”

—Gary Everett, Lighthouse Television Uganda
During April through June, Matt and Laurie traveled to meet TBN friends and partners throughout the world, and to plan strategies for reaching the unreached with the gospel.

**China.** Matt and Laurie traveled to Beijing and Hong Kong to tape programming and meet with TV executives and Chinese officials about providing TBN programming to one of China’s largest networks.

**Fiji.** Though TBN was available in this South Pacific Island nation for decades, its signal was lost and it has been off the air for a few years. In April Matt and Laurie were in Fiji to forge a new relationship with one of the nation’s three broadcast networks, whose Christian owners are enthusiastic about adding TBN’s life-changing programming.

**Germany.** Matt and Laurie interviewed author Eric Metaxas in Germany on the 500th anniversary of the Great Reformation, and also had an opportunity to meet with the leadership at German affiliate network Bibel TV. This popular network is reaching nearly 90 percent of the population in the land of Martin Luther with life-restoring Christian television.

Matt and Laurie at Great Wall: God’s love is spreading across China.

Matt and Laurie in Albania: TBN’s powerful programming is reaching across this once-communist nation.

Matt and Laurie join author Eric Metaxas in Germany to talk about the global impact of the Great Reformation.

Matt and Laurie (left) meet with Chinese broadcast officials about adding TBN programming to network that reaches one billion Chinese viewers.
Over two million men and women are serving time in America’s prisons—and TBN wants to take God’s hope and healing to every single one of them! So far through TBN 2nd Chance we’ve brought 24-hour Christian television to more than one million adults and juveniles serving time in over 900 prisons across 41 states. That includes places like California’s notorious San Quentin and Folsom prisons with a combined total of nearly 6,000 inmates, and Louisiana’s hard-core Angola penitentiary, where most of the 6,000-plus residents are there for life.

TBN 2nd Chance pays the total cost of equipment and installation, providing inmates with networks like TBN, the Hillsong Channel worship network, JUCE for teens and young adults, and the Spanish-language Enlace network.

In May TBN 2nd Chance Director Mark Reynolds joined singer and veteran prison evangelist C.J. Orndorff for a nearly month-long road trip to introduce TBN 2nd Chance to corrections directors and prison wardens in several states, to strengthen existing relationships with prisons and facilities that already offer TBN 2nd Chance to their inmates, and to personally visit and worship with inmates at facilities along the way.

"TBN 2nd Chance is making such a difference in the lives of inmates, which is why we exist," said Mr. Reynolds. "Any time day or night, through TBN’s most popular networks, they can experience programming, music, and ministry that will change their lives and help to chart their destiny going forward. We’re excited for some of the new states and facilities who are signing on to this powerful and transformative program within prisons across the nation."

“TBN is a light for me and others in this dark prison. May God bless each person who is connected to TBN....”—Melvina, inmate impacted by TBN 2nd Chance.

TBN MY STORY

Although he grew up knowing about Jesus, Travis Murray never had a personal relationship with Christ, and as a young man found himself caught in a web of drug addiction and sin. After spending nearly a year in prison, Travis was invited by a neighbor to watch TBN with him, a first step that led to a miraculous transformation through faith in Christ. This is a must-see story!
THANK YOU!

Your Financial Gifts Are Working Around The World!

Your Trinity Broadcasting Family of Networks is touching every inhabited continent – over 175 nations – with the love of Jesus twenty-four hours every day of the week!

We can never thank you enough for your continued prayer and financial partnership. You are the reason TBN is reaching so many individuals and families across the earth with God's message of hope and grace.

Take the hope and grace of Jesus around the world with your gift today.

To contact us for prayer, call toll-free 888-731-1000.
SENDING THE HOPE AND GRACE OF JESUS TO THE WORLD!